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the fez add-on is a fast run plugin for the game. if you want to make zombies chase you, but still have a rich experience where you're not a bleeding target, the addon should be a good solution for you! this mod adds armor to the game, allowing you to customize the
look and feel of your armor. when you first load up the game, you will be able to see all your armor that you own. you can chose which armor to wear by clicking on it. note that this mod does not add armor to the empty world. more add-on features: add-ons have many
features that can be disabled or enabled in the config.yml file. if you have two addons installed, you'll be able to tell which ones are loaded at once with the ```showall()``` function. you can quickly disable any addon by using the ```disable_loader(addon)``` function.

also, all addons will automatically restart if a fatal error (such as your game crashing) occurs. the addons don't have to be restarted. they also require no file permission for all users of the game. in this mod, zombies have a hunger bar, and if they do not eat the player,
then they die, after a while they will turn undead, and will slowly lose intelligence. the mod is about the undead threat, and the possibility of zombies. the mod makes the world an interesting place, but also a very dangerous place, where you never know what is coming
at you next. the mod also offers a few unique features such as the option to enable the ability to transform friendly villagers into zombies, a number of fun items, a modded minecart that is completely different from vanilla and much more, as well as a variety of unique

items.
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to change the zombie's eat brains when they get too close to the zombie's range, you can change the range in the zombie.yml. in the value field it will say that it has a zombie's range. if you want to change that, you can change the zombie's range to wherever you want.
you can also change the zombies that are trapped. to find zombies that are trapped, you can go into the zombie.yml file and change the code. the zombies you are trapping will be followed by a line that says trapped zombie 1. the number after this will be the zombie

number, and it will be the first zombie that is trapped. the zombie mod will also not attack any other mobs. if you want to have them attacking npcs (including players), you can change the attack.yml file in the base folder of the mod you downloaded. this should include
the file "target" for the npcs and the file "player" for the players. the cb radio can be found inside watch tower structures, you will need a battery to power the radio. batteries can be found inside the chest at the watch tower. give the radio a battery and it will turn on.

interact with the radio and it will call for help and 3 special forces soldiers will spawn around you ready to kill every zombie in its patch there is a series of ui enhancements, one being the ability to select a player by name. there are multiple and varied textures, including
your favorite book. there is also an item that allows you to hide items for other players to find. you can also create a player and set them invisible to the rest of the world. there is also a large amount of sounds: mob sounds, doors, explosions, your friends, and much

more. there is also a cool sound when you cut down a zombie head. there is also a game controller for your android device that controls the entire game. finally, there is a start menu and a level select menu for the game to play through 5ec8ef588b
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